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ARCHIVUM MATHEMATICUM (BRNO)Tomus 33 (1997), 191 { 195ANTIDOMATIC NUMBER OF A GRAPHBohdan ZelinkaAbstract. A subset D of the vertex set V (G) of a graph G is called dominatingin G, if for each x 2 V (G)   D there exists y 2 D adjacent to x. An antidomaticpartition of G is a partition of V (G), none of whose classes is a dominating set inG. The minimum number of classes of an antidomatic partition of G is the numberd(G) of G. Its properties are studied.In this paper we introduce a new numerical invariant of a graph, called antido-matic number. We consider nite undirected graphs without loops and multipleedges.In [1] the domatic number of a graph was introduced. Let D be a subset of thevertex set V (G) of a graph G. The set D is called dominating in G, if for eachx 2 V (G)   D there exists a vertex y 2 D adjacent to x. A partition of V (F ),all of whose classes are dominating sets in G, is called the domatic partition of G.The maximum number of classes of a domatic partition of G is called the domaticnumber of G and denoted by d(G).We introduce a similar concept; it was yet mentioned in [2]. If a subset A  V (G)is not dominating in G, we call it non-dominating in G. A partition of V (G), allof whose classes are non-dominating sets in G, is called an antidomatic partitionof G. The minimum number of classes of an antidomatic partition of G is calledthe antidomatic number of G and denoted by d(G).Proposition 1. The antidomatic number of a graph G is well-dened if and onlyif G has no saturated vertex, i.e vertex adjacent to all others.Namely, a graph containing a saturated vertex v has no antidomatic partition,because each subset of its vertex set which contains v is dominating.Proposition 2. For every graph G without saturated verticesd(G)  2 :This follows from the fact that the set V (G) is dominating in G (and thus notnon-dominating).The antidomatic number of a graph is closely related to its diameter.1991 Mathematics Subject Classication : 05C35.Key words and phrases: dominating set, antidomatic partition, antidomatic number.Received March 23, 1994.
192 BOHDAN ZELINKATheorem 1. Let G be a graph without saturated vertices. The antidomatic num-ber d(G) = 2 if and only if diam G  3.Proof. Suppose diam G  3. Let x, y be two vertices whose distance in G isat least 3. (This includes the case when this distance is 1, i.e. when no pathconnects x and y in G.) Let A1 be the set consisting of x and of all vertices whichare adjacent to x in G, let A2 = V (G)   A1. The set A1 is not dominating inG, because y 2 V (G)   A1 and is adjacent to no vertex of A1. The set A2 is notdominating in G, because x 2 V (G)   A2 and is adjacent to no vertex of A2.Therefore fA1; A2g is an antidomatic partition of G and d(G) = 2.Now suppose d(G) = 2 and let fB1; B2g be an antidomatic partition of G. AsB1 (or B2) is not dominating in G, there exists a vertex u2 2 B2 (or u1 2 B1)which is adjacent to no vertex of B1 (or B2 respectively). Obviously u1; u2 are notadjacent and their distance is not 1. If this distance were 2, there would exist avertex v adjacent to both u1, u2. But v might be neither in B1, nor in B2, whichwould be a contradiction. Hence the distance between u1 and u2 is at least 3 anddiam G  3. Therefore at the study of d(G) we may restrict ourselves to graphs with diamG =2. Now we relate d(G) to degrees of vertices of (G).Theorem 2. Let G be a graph without saturated vertices, let n be its number ofvertices, let (G) be the minimum degree of a vertex in G. Thend(n=(n  1)  (G))e  d(G)  (G) + 2Proof. Let A  V (G) be a non-dominating set in G. Then there exists at leastone vertex x 2 V (G) A which is adjacent to no vertex of A. The degree of x in Gis at most n 1 jAj. We have n 1 jAj  (G), which implies jAj  n 1 (G).Every antidomatic partition of G has the property that each of its classes has atmost n  1  (G) elements and this implies the rst inequality.Now let u be a vertex of G having the degree (G). Let v1; : : : ; v be the verticesadjacent to u, let A = V (G) fu; v1; : : : ; vg. As G has no saturated vertex, A 6= ;.The set A is not dominating in G, because u 2 V (G)   A and is adjacent to novertex of A. No vertex is saturated, therefore no one-element set is dominating inG. The partition fug; fv1g; : : : ; fvg; A	 is an antidomatic partition of G with(G) + 2 vertices, which implies the second inequality. Corollary. Let G be a graph without saturated vertices, let n be its number ofvertices, let d(G) = n. Then n is even and G is obtained from the complete graphKn by deleting edges of a linear factor.The Zykov sum G1  G2 of two graphs G1, G2 is the graph obtained fromdisjoint graphs G1, G2 by joining each vertex of G1 with each vertex of G2 by anedge.The following lemma is easy to prove.
ANTIDOMATIC NUMBER OF A GRAPH 193Lemma. Let G1, G2 be graphs without saturated vertices. Thend(G1  G2) = d(G1) + d(G2) :If G is a graph, then G denotes the complement of G.Theorem 3. Let k, n be integers such that 2  k  n   2. Then there exists agraph G with n vertices such that d(G) = k.Proof. If k is even, then G is the Zykov sum of 12k  1 copies of K2 and one copyof Kn k+2. If k is odd, then G is the Zykov sum of 12 (k  1)  3 copies of K2, onecopy of C5and one copy of Kn k. Here C5 denotes the circuit of length 5; its iseasy to see that d(C5) = 3. Theorem 4. Let n be an integer, n  2. The graph G with n vertices and d(G) =n exists if and only if n is even. The graph H with n vertices and d(H) = n   1exists if and only if n is odd.Proof. The graph G is described in Corollary; it is the Zykov sum of 12n copiesof K2. The graph H is the Zykov sum of 12 (n   3) copies of K2 and one copy ofK3 (or one copy of P2, where P2 is a path of length 2).Now we shall prove that the graph G for n odd does not exist. Consider a graphG with required properties. The unique antidomatic partition of G is the partitionof V (G) into one-element sets. Every subset of V (G) having more than one vertexis dominating. This implies that the degree of each vertex must be n   2. It ispossible only if n is even.We shall prove that the graph H for n even does not exist. Consider a graph Hwith required properties. Evidently H has no non-dominating set with more thantwo vertices (and thus (H) = n 3) and no two disjoint non-dominating sets withtwo vertices. It has at least one non-dominating set with two vertices; otherwiseits antidomatic number would be n. If H contains exactly one non-dominating setwith two vertices, then it has exactly one vertex of degree n   3 and all othersof degree n   2; this is possible only if n is odd. Now suppose that H has twonon-dominating sets which are not disjoint. Let them be fx; yg, fy; zg, where x, y,z are pairwise distinct. Let u be a vertex not contained in fx; yg and not adjacentto any vertex of fx; yg; let v be an analogous vertex for fy; zg. If u = v, thenfx; y; zgis a non- dominating set with three vertices, which is impossible. If u 6= v,then fu; vg is another non-dominating set with two vertices, because y is adjacentneither to u, nor to v. It may not be disjoint with fx; yg or with fy; zg and thisis possible only if u = z, v = x. Then the subgraph of G induced by fx; y; zg isK3 and H = H0 K3, where H0 is the graph obtained from H deleting x; y; z. Asd(H) = n   1, d( K3) = 2, we have d(H0) = n   3 and this is also its number ofvertices. Such an equality is possible only if n  3 is even, i.e. if n is odd. Theorem 5. Let G be a graph without saturated vertices, let (G) be its chro-matic number. Then d(G)  2(G) :
194 BOHDAN ZELINKAThis bound is sharp.Proof. Let (G) = h. Suppose that G is coloured by n colours 1; : : : ; h and let Bibe the set of vertices coloured by the colour i for i = 1; : : : ; h. We shall constructan antidomatic partition of G. If a set Bi is non-dominating in G, then it will be aclass of this partition. If Bi is dominating in G, then it has at least two elements,because no saturated vertices exist. We choose an arbitrary partition fB0i; B00i gof Bi into two classes; the sets B0i; B00i (evidently non-dominating in G) will beclasses of the constructed partition. The resulting antidomatic partition has atmost 2(G) classes, which implies the inequality. If G is a complete h-partitiegraph, then non-dominating sets are only proper subsets of its partities, thereforethe equality occurs. Corollary 2. Let G be a bipartite graph dierent from a star. If G is a completebipartite graph, then d(G) = 4; otherwise d(G) = 2.Theorem 6. . Let G be a graph without saturated vertices, let (G) be its dom-inating number. Then d(G)  n=((G)   1) :Proof. The domination number (G) is the minimum number of vertices of adominating set in G. There exists a partition of V (G) into n=((G)   1) classes,each of which has at most (G)   1 vertices and hence is non-dominating. Thisimplies the assertion. At the end we shall study regular graphs of degree n 3. where n is the numberof vertices. Such a graph is a complement of a regular graph of degree 2 and thisis a graph whose connected components are circuits. Hence a regular graph ofdegree n  3 is either a complement of a circuit, or a Zykov sum of complementsof circuits. Therefore we determine d( Cn), where Cn is a circuit of length n.Theorem 7. Let Cn be a circuit of length n, let Cn be its complement. Thend( Cn) = n=2 for n  0( mod 4) ;d( Cn) = n=2 + 1 for n  2( mod 4) ;d( Cn) = (n+ 1)=2 for n odd.Proof. The graph Cn is a regular graph of degree n  3; by Theorem 3 we haved( Cn)  dn=2e and this is d( Cn)  n=2 for n even and d( Cn)  (n+1)=2 for n odd.Let u1; : : : ; un be the vertices of Cn and let uiui+1 for i = 1; : : : ; n  1 and unu1be the edges of Cn. If n  0 (mod 4), we take n=2 sets fu4i+1; u4i+3; u4i+2; u4i+4gfor i = 0; : : : ; n=4  1; this is an antidomatic partition of Cn into n=2 classes andd( Cn) = n=2. If n  1 (mod 4) we take the sets fu4i+1; u4i+3g, fu4i+2; u4i+4g fori = 0; : : : ; (n   1)=4   1 and the sets fung. For n  3 (mod 4) we take the setsfu4i+1; u4i+3g, fu4i+2; u4i+4g for i = 0; : : : ; (n  3)=4  1 and the sets fun 2; ung,fun 1g. In both these cases we have an antidomatic partition with (n+1)=2 classes
ANTIDOMATIC NUMBER OF A GRAPH 195and d(Cn) = [(n+1)=2]. Now the case n  2 (mod 4) remains. Suppose that thereexists an antidomatic partitionA consisting only of two-element sets. Each of themhas the form fui; ui+2g, where i+2 is taken modulo 2. Let U1 (or U2) be the set ofall vertices ui (or ui+2 respectively) such that fui; ui+2g 2 A. Evidently fU1; U2gis a partition of V (Cn) and jU1j = jU2j = 12n. No two vertices of U1 can havethe distance 2 in Cn and thus at least two of them are adjacent; without loss ofgenerality let u1 2 U1, u2 2 U1. For j 2 f0; 1; 2; 3g let Nj be the set of numbersfrom f1; : : : ; ng which are congruent to j modulo 4. Let f be a permutation off1; : : : ; ng such that for i = 1; : : : ; n the value f(i) is such a number j that j  iand fui; ujg 2 A. Then f maps bijectively N0 onto N2,N1 ontoN3; N2 ontoN0; N3onto N1. But jN0j = (n   2)=4, jN2j = (n   2)=4 + 1, which is a contradiction.Therefore d( Cn)  n + 1. We take the sets fui+1; u4i+3g, fu4i+2; u4i+4g for i =0; : : : ; n=2  2 and the sets fun 1g, fung; this is an antidomatic partition of Cnand d( Cn) = n=2 + 1.For circuits themselves the values are clear: d(C4) = 4, d(C5) = 3, d(Cn) = 2for n  6. References[1] Cockayne, E. J., Redetniemi, S. T., Towards a theory of domination in graphs, Networks7(1977), 247{261.[2] Zelinka, B., Some numerical invariants of graphs, DrSc dissertation, Charles University,Prague 1988 (Czech).Technical University of LiberecVoronezska 13461 17 Liberec 1, CZECH REPUBLIC
